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ABSTRACT 1 

 For years, electrophysiological, psychophysical and electroencephalographic 2 
studies have tried to disentangle the neuronal basis for intensity coding and intensity 3 
deviant detection. Psychophysical forward masking experiments have repeatedly 4 
shown how a higher intensity sound masks the subsequent low intensity sound, but 5 
electroencephalographic mismatch negativity experiments have proved that pre-6 
attentive deviant detection can be elicited with low intensity deviants sounds. Here we 7 
did extracellular single-unit recording in the inferior colliculus (IC) of the anesthetized 8 
rat to test if there is stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) for intensity deviants. We used 9 
the oddball paradigm to evaluate SSA for frequency, intensity and double deviants for 10 
frequency and intensity. Thus, if we considered two sounds of the same frequency 11 
where the low intensity sound presented a low probability of appearance, two scenarios 12 
could arise: 1) neurons adjust to stimulus statistics by changing the dynamic range to 13 
the high intensity sound or 2) SSA exists for intensity sounds and the neuron presents 14 
an enhanced response for the low intensity deviant sound. Our results demonstrate that 15 
there is no SSA for purely intensity deviant sounds in the IC, but the across-adaptation 16 
data analysis show that SSA can be found for double deviants whenever the high 17 
intensity standard present a frequency that is outside the frequency channels that code 18 
for the deviant sound. Moreover, those frequency channels broaden at higher intensities 19 
and are clearly narrower for neurons that show high levels of SSA, strongly suggesting 20 
that the frequency-channel theory is explaining SSA in the IC.   21 
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INTRODUCTION 22 

While neuronal systems seem to follow an efficient coding strategy to properly 23 
respond the most common inputs (Wark et al., 2007), repetition in the brain usually 24 
implies adaptive processes (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). The range of intensities and 25 
frequencies that an animal can perceive is enormous and environmental changes need 26 
to be assessed rapidly and accurately. The auditory system needs to adjust its response 27 
to the stimulus statistics (Dean et al., 2005; Watkins and Barbour 2008; Wen et al., 28 
2009; Dahmen et al., 2010; Rabinowitz et al., 2011), while the response to the less 29 
common sounds (deviants) cannot be neglected and usually present an enriched 30 
response (stimulus-specific adaptation; SSA: Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Malmierca et al., 31 
2009). This issue has been recently discussed by two recent studies (Herrmann et al., 32 
2014; Simpson et al., 2014).  33 

 Most studies on SSA have been realized with frequency deviant sounds 34 
(Nelken 2014), while the investigation about dynamic range adaptation has been 35 
basically performed with intensity distributions (Dean et al., 2005; 2008; Watkins and 36 
Barbour 2008; 2011; Wen et al., 2009; 2012). Beyond the frequency SSA, some 37 
investigators try to evoke such process by a plethora of features including intensity 38 
(Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Reches and Gutfreund, 2008; Farley et al., 2010), interaural 39 
differences (Reches and Gutfreund, 2008; Xu et al., 2014) and duration (Farley et al., 40 
2010), but the existing data for intensity SSA is controversial and inconclusive. Those 41 
studies disagree regarding the response to a low intensity deviant sound embedded in a 42 
background of loud sounds. This issue is important for two reasons. It is well known 43 
that 1) a high intensity sound mask the subsequent low intensity sound (forward 44 
masking/suppression; Calford and Sample, 1995; Brosch and Schreiner, 1997) and 2) 45 
SSA is assumed to lie upstream the generation of mismatch negativity (MMN; Escera 46 
and Malmierca, 2013) and such auditory evoked potential can be elicited with low 47 
intensity deviants sounds (Jacobsen et al., 2003; Althen et al., 2011). Intriguingly, the 48 
adjustment of the neuronal response to sound intensity statistics will reduce the 49 
response to low intensity sounds if the most common sound has a higher intensity (Dean 50 
et al., 2005). But, at least in the auditory cortex, some neurons are able to preserve a 51 
delicate sensitivity to low intensity sounds (Watkins and Barbour, 2008). Therefore, 52 
SSA for low intensity deviant sounds could be evoked, even when the high intensity 53 
sound had the same frequency than the low intensity one.  54 
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We recorded extracellular single-unit IC responses in the anesthetized rat to 55 
test if there is SSA for intensity deviants. We calculate the frequency response area 56 
(FRA) for each neuron and tested the oddball paradigm for a fixed low intensity deviant 57 
sound but repeatedly varying both the frequency and the intensity of the high intensity 58 
standard sound. We also used the novel rapid adaptation paradigm to characterize the 59 
shape and width of the frequency channels that code for the low intensity deviant sound. 60 
Our results demonstrate that there is no SSA for purely intensity deviant sounds in the 61 
IC, and the analysis of the across-adaptation elicited by the double deviants for 62 
frequency and intensity show that SSA can be generated if and when the high intensity 63 
standard is outside the frequency channels that code for the low intensity deviant sound. 64 
This experiments reinforced the idea that SSA is a feature dependent on input-specific 65 
adaptation mechanisms.  66 
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METHODS 67 

Surgical procedures. Experiments were performed on 37 adult pigmented female rats 68 
(Rattus norvergicus, Long-Evans) with body weights between 150 and 260 g. All 69 
experimental procedures were carried out at the University of Salamanca with the 70 
approval of, and using methods conforming to the standards of, the University of 71 
Salamanca Animal Care Committee. Anesthesia was induced (1.5 g/kg, i.p., 20% 72 
solution) and maintained (0.5 g/kg, i.p. given as needed) with urethane. Urethane was 73 
chosen as an anesthetic because its effects on multiple aspects of neural activity, 74 
including inhibition and spontaneous firing, are known to be less than those of 75 
barbiturates and other anesthetic drugs (Hara and Harris, 2002). The respiration was 76 
maintained artificially (SAR-830/P Ventilator) monitoring the end-tidal CO2 level 77 
(CapStar-100). For this purpose, the trachea was cannulated and atropine sulfate (0.05 78 
mg/kg, s.c.) was administered to reduce bronchial secretions. Details of surgical 79 
procedures have been described previously (Pérez-González et al., 2005; Malmierca et 80 
al., 2009). Body temperature was maintained at 38±1°C by means of a heating blanket. 81 
The animal was placed in a stereotaxic frame in which the ear bars were replaced by 82 
hollow speculae that accommodated a sound delivery system, inside a sound-sealed 83 
room. An incision was made in the scalp along the midline, and the skin was reflected 84 
laterally before a craniotomy was performed to expose the cerebral cortex overlaying 85 
the left IC. 86 

Electrophysiological recording. Extracellular single unit responses were recorded 87 
using a tungsten electrode (1–2 MΩ, Merrill and Ainsworth, 1972) lowered through the 88 
cortex by means of a piezoelectric microdrive (Burleigh 6000 ULN). Neuron location 89 
in the IC was based on stereotaxic coordinates, physiological criteria of tonotopicity 90 
and response properties (Malmierca et al., 2003; Hernandez et al., 2005) and confirmed 91 
histologically afterwards. Acoustic stimuli were delivered through a sealed acoustic 92 
system using two electrostatic loudspeakers (TDT-EC1: Tucker Davis Technologies) 93 
driven by two TDT-ED1 modules. The stimuli were presented contralaterally to the 94 
recording side; search stimuli were pure tones or noise bursts monaurally delivered 95 
under computer control using TDT System II hardware and custom software (Faure et 96 
al., 2003; Pérez-González et al., 2005; Malmierca et al., 2009). The output of the system 97 
at each ear was calibrated in situ using a ¼” condenser microphone (model 4136, Brüel 98 
& Kjær) and a dynamic signal analyzer (Photon+, Brüel & Kjær). The maximum output 99 
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of the TDT system was flat from 0.3 to 5 kHz (~100±7 dB SPL) and from 5 to 40 kHz 100 
(~90±5 dB SPL). The highest frequency produced by this system was limited to 40 101 
kHz. The second and third harmonic components in the signal were ≥40 dB below the 102 
level of the fundamental frequency at the highest output level (Malmierca et al., 2009). 103 
Action potentials were recorded with a BIOAMP amplifier (TDT), the 10x output of 104 
which was further amplified and bandpass-filtered (TDT PC1; fc, 500 Hz and 3 kHz) 105 
before passing through a spike discriminator (TDT SD1). Spike times were logged with 106 
a resolution of ≈150 µs on a computer by feeding the output of the spike discriminator 107 
into an event timer (TDT ET1) synchronized to a timing generator (TDT TG6). 108 
Stimulus generation and on-line data visualization were controlled with custom 109 
software. Spike times were displayed as dot rasters sorted by the acoustic parameter 110 
varied during testing.  111 

From each isolated neuron, the approximate frequency tuning was audiovisually 112 
determined by presenting pure tones lasting 75 ms with a 5 ms rise/fall time (Hernandez 113 
et al., 2005). We obtained the monaural frequency response area (FRA), the 114 
combination of frequencies and intensities capable of evoking a response, as an 115 
estimation of the neuronal receptive field. For that, we presented multiple combinations 116 
of frequency and intensity using an automated procedure with 5 stimulus repetitions at 117 
each frequency (from 0.5 to 40 kHz, in 25 logarithmic steps, presented randomly) and 118 
intensity (10 dB steps, presented from lower to higher intensities). The spike counts 119 
evoked at each combination of frequency and intensity were plotted using MATLAB®.  120 

Stimulus presentation paradigms. The representation of the FRA allowed us to choose 121 
different pairs of tones within the auditory field of the neuron. First of all, we set a pair 122 
of frequencies (f1 and f2) that elicited a similar firing rate at 10-20 dB above the best 123 
frequency threshold. Then, stimuli were presented in an oddball paradigm similar to 124 
that used to record mismatch negativity responses in human (Näätänen, 1992) and 125 
animal studies (e.g., Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Malmierca et al., 2009). Briefly, a train of 126 
400 stimuli containing both frequencies f1 and f2 was presented under the oddball 127 
paradigm: one frequency (f1) was presented as the standard stimuli while, interspersed 128 
randomly among the standards, the deviant stimuli were presented at the second 129 
frequency (f2). After obtaining one data set, the relative probabilities of the two stimuli 130 
were reversed, with f2 as the standard and f1 as the deviant. At the regular frequency 131 
deviant oddball paradigm used in this manuscript, the frequency contrast remained 132 
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constant at Δf=0.10 (0.141 octaves); where Δf = (f2 - f1) / (f2 x f1)1/2. The stimuli were 133 
always presented at a repetition rate of 4 Hz (inter-stimulus interval, ISI=250 ms) and 134 
the probability of appearance of the deviant stimulus was fixed at 10%. This condition 135 
has previously shown to evoke high neuronal levels of SSA in the IC (Malmierca et al., 136 
2009; Duque et al., 2012). Thus, we used it to calculate an overall level of frequency-137 
deviant SSA of each neuron. In order to have a more reliable analysis of the adaptation 138 
phenomenon, we fixed one of the frequencies used before (generally f1) and calculated 139 
the response of that frequency in a deviant alone protocol, where we tested an oddball 140 
paradigm but the standard stimuli is replaced by silence. Under that circumstance, the 141 
response to the deviant stimuli is the maximum possible for a given frequency because 142 
it is not affected by any kind of adaptation. 143 

Besides the calculation of the level of SSA for frequency deviants, we used the oddball 144 
paradigm to characterize how different frequencies at different intensities could affect 145 
the response to a low intensity deviant sound (Figure 1A). For this reason, keeping the 146 
deviant frequency fixed, we repeated the oddball paradigm but varied the intensity 147 
contrast (Δi=10 dB, Δi=20-30 dB and Δi=40-50 dB), the frequency contrast (Δf=0, 148 
Δf=0.04 [0.057 octaves], Δf=0.10 [0.141 octaves] and Δf=0.37 [0.526 octaves]) or both. 149 
As before, after obtaining each data set the relative probabilities of the two stimuli were 150 
reversed. The analysis of the response to the deviant sound allowed us to obtain a map 151 
of the different standard sounds that affect the low intensity deviant sound. Figure 1B 152 
shows three different examples of the usage of the oddball paradigm to this purpose: 1) 153 
pure frequency deviant oddball paradigm (Δf=0.1, orange hexagon), 2) pure intensity 154 
deviant oddball paradigm (Δi=10, violet square) and 3) double deviant oddball 155 
paradigm (Δf=0.1 and Δi=10, black diamond). Hereinafter, when we speak of intensity 156 
and double deviant protocols, deviant and probe (p) will refer to the frequency fixed at 157 
the low intensity, while standard and conditioner (c) will refer to the frequency used at 158 
high intensities. When probing for SSA at different frequency- and intensity contrasts, 159 
we started to collect the data from the smaller intensity contrast (Δi=10) and we used, 160 
at least, two different frequency contrasts. Then, we tried to cover all the possible range 161 
of intensity contrasts at the same frequency contrasts used before. A complete protocol 162 

in a neuron lasted for ∼90 min and allowed us to see the effect of 13 different 163 

frequencies /intensities over the probe sound (Figure 1A). In order to simplify the 164 
analysis of the data and to reduce the time of the experimental protocol, we decided to 165 
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always pick conditioner frequencies higher than the probe sound. This decision was 166 
taken because SSA levels are more evident at the high frequency range (Duque et al., 167 
2012).  168 

 

arise considering the standard sound used: frequency deviant (orange hexagon); 
intensity deviant (violet square); double deviant (black diamond)… Low intensity 
deviant sound responses are analyzed to check for across adaptation. C. Rapid 
adaptation paradigm (RAP). Two thousand ms sequences with 4 tones (3 repeated high 
intensity standard sounds and the low intensity deviant sound; ISI=250 ms) and 1000 
ms silence period (recovery gap) were presented. The whole range of frequencies and 
intensities used for computing the FRA is used in the RAP protocol. Reduced low 
intensity deviant sound responses after a determined high intensity standard sound are 
assumed to be due across adaptation. 

Subsequently, with the aim of complete the previous oddball paradigm data with the 169 
effect of low frequency conditioners over the probe sound, we established a novel rapid 170 
adaptation paradigm (RAP, Figure 1C). The RAP merged the concepts of two tones 171 
suppression experiments (e.g., Nelson et al., 2009) with the protocol to generate a FRA 172 
(see above). A sequence is generated with 1) a random tone at a determined frequency 173 
and intensity (conditioner, c) repeated three times before 2) a fixed sound (probe, p) is 174 

Figure 1. Experimental 
design. A. Schematic FRA 
showing the stimulation 
protocol of the experiments. A 
low intensity deviant pure tone 
(white circle) is fixed at the 
neuronal best frequency 10-20 
dB over threshold. Different 
conditioner sounds (squares, 
diamonds, hexagons and 
triangles) at different 
frequency- (∆f) and intensity 
contrasts (∆i) are used to check 
the across adaptation to the low 
intensity sound. B. Oddball 
paradigm. Four hundred pure 
tone sequences with a deviant 
(10% prob.) and a standard 
sound (90% prob.) were 
presented. The ISI was kept 
constant al 250 ms. Several 
different pairs of frequencies 
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presented. The stimuli were presented at a rate of 4 Hz (ISI=250 ms) and a recovery 175 
gap of 1000 ms is established after the probe sound, generating a 2000 ms sequence 176 
with 4 sounds and a 1000 ms silence period (Figure 1C. c c c p). If the conditioner 177 
frequency were related to the probe sound, the adaptation observed during the three-178 
conditioner repeated tones would also adapt the probe sound. If both tones are 179 
unrelated, the response to the probe sound will be as is obtained when the probe is 180 
presented alone, unaffected by the adaptation observed during the repetition of the 181 
three-conditioner tones. Similar to the FRA, we presented 4 sequence repetitions at 182 
multiple frequencies (25 logarithmic steps, presented randomly) and intensities (10 dB 183 
steps, presented from lower to higher intensities), covering the previously generated 184 
FRA. The firing rate of the probe sound–related to the conditioner sound– was then 185 
plotted in MATLAB®. The graph obtained showed an area of frequencies and 186 
intensities within the FRA with suppressed responses. The bandwidth of the frequency 187 
channel was taken to be the frequencies where the response to the probe sound was less 188 

than (1-criterion) * baseline response. The baseline response was the mean response to 189 

the probe tone when it was preceded by conditioner tones at the lowest intensity; the 190 
criterion values was 0.4 (Scholes et al, 2011). Bandwidths at 10 and 30 dB relative to 191 
the best frequency threshold (reTh) were calculated. The ratio between the bandwidths 192 
of the frequency channel and the FRA was also computed to extract the relative width 193 
of the frequency channel. 194 

Data analysis. Dot raster plots are used to illustrate the responses obtained to the 195 
oddball paradigm, plotting individual spikes (red dots indicate responses to the deviant; 196 
blue dots to the standard, and green to the deviant in a deviant alone protocol). Stimulus 197 
presentations are marked along the vertical axis. The responses to the standard and 198 
deviant stimuli were expressed as spikes per stimulus in a peri-stimulus time histogram 199 
(PSTH), to account for the different number of presentations in each condition. The 200 
amount of SSA was quantified in different ways. First, we calculated the common SSA 201 
index (CSI) and the frequency-specific index (SIf1) from the firing rate elicited in the 202 
oddball paradigm. They were defined as CSI = [d(f1) + d(f2) - s(f1) - s(f2)] / [d(f1) + d(f2) 203 
+ s(f1) + s(f2)], where d(f) and s(f) are responses to each frequency f1 or f2 when they 204 
were the deviant (d) or standard (s) stimulus and as SIf1 = [d(f1) - s(f1)] / [d(f1) + s(f1)], 205 
defined for the fixed frequency (f1). The values of these indices range from –1 to +1, 206 
being positive if the response to the deviant stimulus is greater. Both indexes are well 207 
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defined and have been used in previous studies, proving to be useful when the firing 208 
rate of the both frequencies is similar and when used for computing SSA for frequency 209 
deviants (e.g., Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Malmierca et al., 2009). We also used the 210 
normalized index of adaptation (NIA) defined for deviant as NIAdev= d(f1)/ d(f1-alone) 211 
and for standard as NIAstd= s(f1)/ d(f1-alone). We do not use a correction for spontaneous 212 
rate because the values are usually negligible in the urethane-anesthetized rat and mice 213 
(Duque et al., 2012; Duque and Malmierca, 2014). The NIA works with the assumption 214 
that the response to the sound in the deviant alone protocol is the maximum possible 215 
for a given frequency because is not affected by any kind of adaptation. In the NIA, 216 
responses to the standard or deviant sound are divided by the response in the deviant 217 
alone protocol, reflecting the extent to which the response to the standard or the deviant 218 
is reduced compared to the computed maximum response. NIA range from 0 to 1, being 219 
1 if the response to the sound is maximal (i.e., not adapted) and 0 if the response to the 220 
sound is totally suppressed. A Wilcoxon rank paired t-test comparing the NIA values 221 
for the standard (NIAstd) and the deviant (NIAdev) at the same condition allows for 222 
computing SSA. 223 

Statistical tests were performed using non-parametric tests. For comparing data from 224 
different groups, we used Mann-Whitney rank tests. For comparisons between the same 225 
data at different conditions, we used Wilcoxon rank paired t-tests. Multiple 226 
comparisons were realized with the Kruskal-Wallis test and the differences were 227 
confirmed with the Dunn’s post-hoc analysis. All the statistical tests were considered 228 
significant when p≤0.05. Different statistical tests were noted in the paper. The analysis 229 
and figures were done using Sigmaplot 11 (Systat Software) and MATLAB® 230 
(MathWorks).  231 
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RESULTS 232 

We recorded single unit responses from 132 well-isolated neurons in the IC of 233 
the rat, determined the basic temporal and spectral response properties of each neuron 234 
and chose a pair of frequencies within the FRA to evaluate SSA for frequency deviants 235 
under an oddball paradigm. Then, in order to test whether or not genuine SSA exists 236 
for intensity deviants, we fixed one of the frequencies used for the frequency deviant 237 
protocol and tested again the oddball paradigm but in this case for sounds that only 238 
differed by intensity. Finally, we also checked how responses to high intensity sounds 239 
affect the level of SSA of a low intensity tone. In the following, first we describe SSA 240 
responses of IC neurons for frequency and intensity deviants and then we will detail 241 
how the responses to low intensity sounds are modified by high intensity sounds. 242 

SSA for frequency deviants 243 

The common SSA index (CSI) was used to quantify the degree of neuronal 244 
adaptation in an oddball paradigm with a frequency contrast (Δf) of 0.1 and a repetition 245 
rate of 4 Hz (n=117), a condition that previous studies demonstrated to evoke high 246 
levels of SSA (Malmierca et al., 2009). CSI levels in this condition range from -0.09 to 247 
0.99 with an average of 0.49±0.34 (mean±S.D.) and confirm our previous data 248 
(Malmierca et al., 2009, Duque et al., 2012; Ayala et al., 2013). A CSI cut-off value of 249 
+0.18 was defined as significant SSA based on previous data (e.g. Antunes et al., 2010). 250 
Using this criterion, 81 neurons (69%) in our sample showed significant SSA, while 251 
the remaining 36 (31%) did not. We also quantified the degree of SSA using the 252 
frequency-specific SSA index (SI). The scatter plot in figure 2A shows the SI values 253 
for each frequency used in the oddball paradigm (SIf1 vs. SIf2). As expected (Malmierca 254 
et al., 2009; Duque et al., 2012, 2014; Ayala et al., 2013), the majority of values are 255 
located in the upper ‘right’ quadrant, and therefore they show significant SSA. 256 

SSA for intensity deviants  257 

 Next, we fixed one of the two frequencies used before (generally f1) and tested 258 
the neuron again using the oddball paradigm. In this case the second sound had the 259 
same frequency (Δf=0) but different intensity (Δi=10 dB). As a control, we also tested 260 
the oddball paradigm while varying both the frequency and the intensity, establishing 261 
a double deviant protocol (Δf=0.1; Δi=10 dB, Figure 1A). Hereinafter, when we speak 262 
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of intensity and double deviant protocols, f1 and probe (p) will refer the frequency fixed 263 
at the low intensity. To facilitate comparisons, the colors of the conditions in the scatter 264 
plots shown in Figure 2 are the same as in Figure 1: the open white circle is the fixed 265 
probe frequency (f1, p) and the 3 different colors represent the 3 different standard 266 
frequencies (conditioner, c) at the 3 different oddball paradigm protocols. Figure 2B 267 
shows the scatter plot for the SI values in the double deviant condition, i.e., when we 268 
varied frequency and intensity in concert (n=97; the low intensity probe sound [f1] is 269 
presented in the x-axis). The levels of CSI recorded in this condition range from -0.04 270 
to 0.99, with a mean value of 0.51±0.33 (mean±S.D.). The distribution of the dots in 271 
Figure 2A and 2B is almost identical, as the majority of values are located in the upper 272 
‘right’ quadrant, demonstrating unambiguously the presence of genuine SSA, meaning 273 
adaptation for both frequencies as standards. Nevertheless, a few SI values for the low 274 
intensity sound (SIf1: 6 cases, 6%) lie at SI = -1, meaning that there is no response at all 275 
for the low intensity deviant sound. 276 

By contrast, Figure 2C shows the scatter plot for the SI values when we tested 277 
an oddball paradigm with two sounds of the same frequency that differed in intensity 278 
only (Δi=10 dB, n=117; the low intensity sound [f1] is presented in the x-axis). The CSI 279 
values range from -0.04 to 0.92 with a mean CSI value of 0.35±0.29 (mean±S.D.). 280 
Since the CSI values for the intensity deviant condition were lower than the values 281 
obtained before for the frequency deviant and the control condition, we run a Kruskall-282 
Wallis ANOVA on Ranks test to check if there were some differences between the 283 
conditions (H=16.70; p<0.001). Dunn’s method post hoc test confirmed that the CSI 284 
values in the intensity deviant condition were smaller than in the frequency and the 285 
double deviant condition (Q=3.72 and Q=3.26, respectively; p<0.01 in both cases). 286 
Furthermore, a simple visual inspection of the values in Figure 2A and 2B show a 287 
different distribution to that at Figure 2C, because of the SI values obtained in the 288 
oddball paradigm for the low intensity sounds (SIf1). Indeed, a majority of the values 289 
(95 out of 117 neurons analyzed; 81.2%) were found in the upper ‘left’ quadrant and 290 
had a negative SIf1 value. Moreover, 44 values (37.8%) are unresponsive to low 291 
intensity sounds, show a -1 SIf1 and lay on the left y-axis. Only 4 neurons (3.4%) 292 
presented a SIf1 value larger than 0.18 (the cut-off value used for significant SSA), 293 
although a detailed analysis of the SIf1 values show that they were not different from 0 294 
and, therefore, we considered the values outliers (bootstrap over 1000 randomizations).   295 
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Figure 2. IC neurons do not show pure intensity deviant SSA. A. Scatter plot of the 
SI(f1) versus SI(f2) for the frequency deviant pairs of frequencies analyzed at a Δf=0.1. 
The cross indicates the median and the 25th-75th interquartile range for each axis. Each 
neuron was tested using different combinations of parameters and may be represented 
in additional panels. Median CSI value is shown at the bottom of the plot. B. Scatter 
plot of the SI(f1) versus SI(f2) for the double deviant condition (mixed frequency and 
intensity deviant pairs of frequencies) analyzed at a Δf=0.1 and Δi=10. SI(f1): Low 
intensity probe SI. SI(f2): High intensity conditioner SI.C. Scatter plot of the SI(f1) 
versus SI(f2) for the intensity deviant pairs of frequencies analyzed at a Δi=10. SI(f1): 
Low intensity probe SI. SI(f2): High intensity conditioner SI. D. Changes in SI(f1) 
values for each neuron at the three previous conditions: pure frequency deviant (left 
column), double deviant (middle column) and pure intensity deviant (right column). 
The values are sorted for neurons with low- (blue lines) and high SSA (red lines) for 
frequency deviants. Note the drop in intensity SSA levels for neurons with good 
sensitivity for frequency SSA. Neurons with low frequency SSA sensitivity present also 
low levels for intensity SSA.   
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Responses to the high intensity tones adapt the responses to low intensity sounds 296 

 If we only analyze the SI values for the frequency fixed (SIf1, Figure 2D) rather 297 
than the CSI, the results indicate in reality an apparent SSA for intensity deviant sounds. 298 
At first sight, we can observe two clearly differentiated populations. The first one, 299 
which showed SIf1 values for frequency deviants larger than +0.18 (red lines, significant 300 
SSA levels), generally presented similar values in the frequency deviant condition 301 
(Figure 2D, left column) and the double deviant condition (Figure 2D, middle column), 302 
but a big SIf1 drop when we test the oddball paradigm for the intensity deviant condition 303 
(Figure 2D, right column). As before, in several cases the SIf1 values are -1, indicating 304 
that there is no response to the low intensity sound. The second population showed SIf1 305 
values smaller than +0.18 (Figure 2D, blue lines) and had neither SSA for frequency 306 
nor for intensity deviants, with SIf1 values generally close to 0 in the three different 307 
conditions. The above indicates that the ‘classic CSI’ metric is not appropriate to 308 
evaluate intensity deviants because it is clearly biased by the reverse condition in the 309 
oddball paradigm, where the deviant sound presents a consistent response when it has 310 
a higher intensity than the standard sound. Figure 3 shows a typical example illustrating 311 
this effect. For the dot rasters (Figure 3B-E) we only highlight the responses to the low 312 
intensity sound colored (Figure 3A, f1, white empty circle) in the three different 313 
conditions shown before: frequency-, double- and intensity deviant. Figure 3B shows 314 
the response to f1 in a deviant alone protocol (green dots and lines), where the response 315 
should not be affected by adaptation and, therefore, to be maximum (see Methods).  316 

The evaluation of the CSI for the frequency- (Figure 3C) and the double 317 
deviant condition (Figure 3D) undoubtedly embodies genuine SSA, as compared to the 318 
SIf1 values. But when evaluating purely intensity deviants (Figure 3E) CSI fails to 319 
represent SSA, giving values comparable to the other conditions because of the bias 320 
due to the SIf2 value obtained in the reverse high intensity deviant condition (grey dots). 321 
A closer inspection to the dot rasters in Figure 3E allows to see the vanishing of the 322 
response to the low intensity deviant (Figure 3E, no red dots in the bottom scatter plot) 323 
when the standard sound is louder, while the response to the high intensity deviant 324 
sound is extremely reliable because the standard has a lower intensity and it is not 325 
affecting the response to the high intensity deviant (Figure 3E, grey dots). 326 
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Figure 3. CSI misrepresent intensity SSA. A. FRA of an IC neuron. A low intensity 
sound (f1, white circle) and three different frequencies (Δf=0.1: orange hexagon; Δf=0.1 
at Δi=10: green hexagon; Δi=10: violet square) are represented over the FRA. B. Dot 
raster plot illustrating responses of the low intensity sound in the deviant alone protocol. 
C-E. Below the FRA, dot raster plots are illustrated for the oddball paradigm with 3 
three different frequencies establishing: C. a frequency deviant oddball paradigm, 
Δf=0.1: orange hexagon in 3A. D. a double deviant oddball paradigm, Δf=0.1 at Δi=10: 
green hexagon in 3A and E. a intensity deviant oddball paradigm, Δi=10: violet square 
in 3A. In the top row the response to the low intensity sound as standard (90%) are 
represented in blue. In the bottom row –the reverse condition– responses to the low 
intensity sound as deviant (10%) are represented in red. Insets represent the PSTHs for 
the low intensity sound as deviant (red) or standard (blue). Responses to the other 
frequencies are plotted in grey but are not analyzed. Shaded backgrounds indicate the 
duration of the stimulus. CSI, SI(f1) and NIA values obtained in each condition are 
shown as insets in the bottom row. Observe that the CSI value obtained do not reflect 
the response observed in the intensity deviant condition (red responses in E). 

Next, we wonder if the frequency specific SI is a better index for studying SSA 327 
at the intensity domain. In some cases, when no response is present for the low intensity 328 
deviant (Figure 3E), SIf1 works properly to evaluate intensity SSA. In other cases, a 329 
minimal response also biased the SSA levels observed by SIf1. Figure 4 illustrates an 330 
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example where the CSI fails to reflect the neural SSA in the intensity deviant case and 331 
SIf1 also fails to do it in this case (Figure 4E). The consistent, although minimal, 332 
response to the low intensity deviant sound (red dots in the bottom Figure 4E) results 333 
in an exceptionally high level of SIf1 that reflect the responses observed in the dot rasters 334 
for the frequency- and the double deviant condition inaccurately (Figure 4C-D). Thus, 335 
in order to define and use an indicator that represents more objectively the adaptation 336 
in the intensity domain, we defined the normalized index of adaptation (NIA, see 337 
Methods). A simple comparison between the NIA values for the standard (NIAstd) and 338 
the deviant sounds (NIAdev) at the same condition not only allows for a consistent SSA 339 
index, but also highlight the effect of high intensity sounds on the adaptation of the low 340 
intensity ones (Figure 3E and 4E). 341 

 

Figure 4. SI(f1) misrepresent intensity SSA. Same conventions as in Figure 3. A. FRA 
of an IC neuron. B. Deviant alone responses for low intensity sound (f1, white circle). 
C. Frequency deviant responses for the low intensity sound (Δf=0.1: orange hexagon 
in 4A). D.  Double deviant responses for the low intensity sound (Δf=0.1 at Δi=10: 
green hexagon in 4A). E. Intensity deviant responses for the low intensity sound 
(Δi=10: violet square in 4A). Note that the SI(f1) value obtained do not reflect the 
response observed in the intensity deviant condition (red responses in E). 
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Frequency channels broaden at high intensities and determines SSA 342 

Next, we aimed to gain an understanding on how different frequencies (for 343 
now on: conditioners, c) at different intensities affect the adaptation of the low intensity 344 
sound. We used the oddball paradigm fixing one frequency (f1, for now on: probe, p) 345 
and varying the frequency contrast (Δf=0, Δf=0.04, Δf=0.10 and Δf=0.37) and the 346 
intensity contrasts (Δi=10, Δi=20-30 and Δi=40-50 dB).  347 

 

Figure 5. Two neuronal 
examples of intensity deviant 
SSA. A. FRA of an IC neuron. 
Probe sound (white circle, p) and 
nine different conditioner sounds 
covering the high frequency range 
of the FRA are represented over 
the FRA. The conditioner sounds 
were used at 3 frequency contrasts 
(Δf=0, Δf=0.04 and Δf=0.10) with 
3 intensity contrasts: b. Δi=50 dB. 
c. Δi=30 dB. d. Δi=10 dB. b-d. 
Below the FRA, PSTHs are 
illustrated for the probe response 
in the oddball paradigm with the 
nine different conditioner sounds. 
E. FRA of another IC neuron. 
Same conventions as in A. 
Oddball paradigm was performed 
at 3 frequency contrasts (Δf=0, 
Δf=0.1 and Δf=0.37) with 3 
different intensity contrasts: f. 
Δi=50 dB. g. Δi=30 dB. h. Δi=10 
dB. f-h. PSTHs show the probe 
responses with the different 
conditioner sounds. Intensity 
deviant SSA can only be evoked if 
the high intensity conditioner 
sound differs in frequency from 
the probe sound. 
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Figure 5 shows examples of two typical neurons. In both cases we observed 348 
the lack of response to the low intensity sound as deviant when the conditioner sound 349 
is the same frequency at a higher intensity (Figure 5b-d and 5f-h, left column, NIA≈0). 350 
In general, at low frequency contrasts we observed the same trend (Figure 5b-d, 351 
Δf=0.04: middle column, NIA≈0), but the responses to the low intensity deviant sounds 352 
usually resulted in larger NIA values at higher frequency contrasts (Figure 5f-h, middle 353 
and right column, Δf=0.1 and Δf=0.37 respectively). When the intensity contrast is 354 
larger (Δi=40-50 dB, Figure 5b and 5f), the NIA levels usually decreased compared 355 
with the NIA levels observed at low intensity contrasts. This findings suggests that the 356 
frequency channel that codes the response for the low intensity sound gets broader as 357 
sounds are louder, giving the possibility to high intensity sounds at large frequency 358 
contrasts to affect the adaptation of the low intensity sound. 359 

In order to check if this notion is true, we divided the data in two groups: 360 
neurons with significant SSA at the regular frequency-deviant oddball condition 361 
(Figure 6A and 6B; CSI≥0.18) and neurons that lack SSA at the same condition (Figure 362 
6C and 6D; CSI<0.18). For both populations we analyzed 1) the SSA levels by 363 
comparing the NIA values for the standard and the deviant sounds (Figure 6A and 6C) 364 
and 2) the latency difference between the response to the standard and that of the 365 
deviant sound (Figure 6B and 6D). When we analyzed the neurons with high frequency-366 
SSA levels, we observed –as expected– that the NIAdev value in that condition was 367 
significantly higher level than the NIAstd (Figure 6A, first column; NIAstd: blue median, 368 
NIAdev: red median; Wilcoxon paired t-test, Z=7.9, p<0.001, to simplify the chart NIAstd 369 
levels at other conditions are not shown). When we analyzed the NIAdev at a Δf=0, the 370 
levels are statistically different than the NIAstd at the three Δi, but in this condition the 371 
response to the standard is always larger than the response to the deviant (Wilcoxon 372 
paired t-test, low Δi Z=-5.2, mid Δi Z=-5.0 and large Δi Z=-2.7, p<0.001 in the three 373 
cases). This result implies that the response to a high intensity tone clearly adapts (and 374 
sometimes totally suppresses) the response to the same tone at a low intensity. If we 375 
slightly change the frequency of the high intensity conditioner (Δf=0.04), the responses 376 
to the low intensity deviant sound were greatly reduced, but they did not present 377 
significant differences with the response to the low intensity standard response 378 
(Wilcoxon paired t-test, p>0.1 in the three cases). By contrast, at a Δf=0.1 the neurons 379 
recovered the differential responsiveness observed in the frequency deviant oddball 380 
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condition (NIAdev>NIAstd: Wilcoxon paired t-test, low Δi Z=7.1, mid Δi Z=5.8 and large 381 
Δi Z=4.9, p<0.001 in the three cases). This trend was maintained and even enhanced at 382 
a Δf=0.37 (Wilcoxon paired t-test, low Δi Z=4.6, mid Δi Z=4.1 and large Δi Z=2.9, 383 
p<0.001 in the three conditions).  384 

 

Figure 6. Frequency channels are narrow in neurons with frequency deviant SSA. 
A. Box plot illustrating the average NIAdev values of the probe sound for neurons with 
frequency deviant SSA. Different conditioners are presented at different frequency 
(Δf=0, Δf=0.04, Δf=0.1 and Δf=0.37) and intensity contrasts (Δi=10, Δi=20-30 and 
Δi=40-50). NIAstd values are not plotted to simplify the plot. Asterisks (*) show 
statistical differences (NIAdev > NIAstd). Crosses (†) show significant differences in the 
other direction (NIAdev < NIAstd). Higher responses to the low intensity deviant probe 
sound can be obtained when Δf≥0.1. B. Box plot illustrating the latency difference of 
the probe sound (standard – deviant) at the same conditions presented in A. The changes 
in latency to the probe sound mimic the changes in the NIAdev level.  C. Box plot 
illustrating the average NIAdev values of the probe sound for neurons without frequency 
deviant SSA. Same conventions as in A. D. Box plot illustrating the latency difference 
of the probe sound (standard – deviant) at the same conditions presented in C. Note that 
higher responses to the low intensity deviant probe sound can only be obtained when 
Δf≥0.37. The frequency channel that codes for the probe sounds seem to be wider in 
the neurons without frequency deviant SSA. 
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Next, we analyzed the latency difference (Figure 6B), as a difference in latency 385 
between the standard and the deviant responses is a sign of a differential input 386 
processing of the sounds. As usual, the latency difference for the frequency deviant 387 
oddball paradigm was positive, being the latency for the standard response larger than 388 
the latency for the same sound as deviant (one sample Wilcoxon test, t=3.3, p=0.001). 389 
When we analyzed the latency data at a Δf=0 the resultant latency difference is negative 390 
regardless of the Δi, being the latency for the deviant response larger than the latency 391 
for the standard sound (one sample Wilcoxon test; low Δi t=-2.3, mid Δi Z=-2.1 and 392 
large Δi Z=-1.9; p=0.02, p=0.04 and p=0.06, respectively). Note that, to avoid data bias 393 
the latency difference was not calculated if the neuron showed no response to the low 394 
intensity deviant sound, but the data shows that the processing of the high intensity 395 
sound is producing a delay in the response to the low intensity sound. A similar trend 396 
was observed again at a Δf=0.04 but, similarly to what we saw with the firing rate 397 
adaptation, if the high intensity sound was placed outside the theoretical frequency 398 
channel (Δf=0.1 or Δf=0.37), the processing of both sounds was again independent, and 399 
the latency difference recovered the positive values observed in the frequency deviant 400 
oddball paradigm (e.g. at Δf=0.37: one sample Wilcoxon test; low Δi t=2.6, mid Δi 401 
Z=2.1 and large Δi Z=3.4; p=0.01, p=0.05 and p=0.003, respectively). 402 

When we analyzed the data for the neurons with non-significant SSA 403 
(CSI<0.18) the trend noted for the SSA neurons was preserved, although some 404 
important differences emerged. First of all, as expected, the overall adaptation is greatly 405 
reduced compared with the neurons with significant SSA (Figure 6A-C). But, as for the 406 
neurons with significant SSA, the NIAdev and NIAstd levels at a Δf=0 are different at the 407 
three Δi, presenting always a response to the standard tone higher than the response to 408 
the deviant tone (Wilcoxon paired t-test, low Δi Z=-3.9, mid Δi Z=-4.3 and large Δi Z=-409 
3.2, p≤0.001 in the three cases). However, the main difference was related to the 410 
frequency contrast and the recovery of the deviant response to the levels observed in 411 
the frequency deviant oddball paradigm: non-significant SSA neurons did not show 412 
differences in the NIA levels between the responses to the same tone as deviant or 413 
standard at either Δf=0.04 or Δf=0.1 (Wilcoxon paired t-test; p>0.2 in all the cases, data 414 
not shown) and the response to the deviant sound was only higher than the response to 415 
the standard tone at a Δf=0.37 (Wilcoxon paired t-test, low Δi Z=3.0, mid Δi Z=2.0 and 416 
large Δi Z=2.0, p<0.05 in the three conditions). The above implies that the neurons 417 
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lacking SSA possess: 1) a broader frequency channel than SSA neurons and 2) less 418 
ability to adapt to sounds in general. This notion is supported by the latency data 419 
analysis. As for the SSA neurons, the analysis of the latency data at a Δf=0 resulted in 420 
a negative latency difference regardless of the Δi, being the latency for the deviant 421 
response larger than the latency for the standard sound (one sample Wilcoxon test; low 422 
Δi t=-3.7, mid Δi Z=-4.4 and large Δi Z=-4.7; p<0.05 in the three cases). Again, the 423 
processing of the high intensity sound affects the processing of the low intensity sound. 424 
Surprisingly, the latency difference never recovered the positive values observed in the 425 
regular frequency deviant oddball paradigm (one sample Wilcoxon test; p>0.1 in all the 426 
cases at Δf=0.04, Δf=0.1 and Δf=0.37). Thus, although the response to the high 427 
intensity sound at a large frequency contrast (Δf=0.37) did not adapt the low intensity 428 
sound (Figure 6C), the lack of latency difference between the standard and the deviant 429 
sounds imply a certain degree of across-frequency adaptation (Figure 6D).  430 

To evaluate the across-frequency adaptation from high- to low intensities, we 431 
analyzed the temporal dynamics of adaptation of the standard sound at three different 432 
conditions (Figure 7A): with frequency- (Δf=0.1; orange), double- (Δf=0.1, Δi=10; 433 
green) and intensity deviant sounds (Δi =10; burgundy). Then, we fitted the responses 434 
with a double exponential function (Figure 7B) defined as 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 +  𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 ∙435 

𝑒𝑒−𝑠𝑠/𝜏𝜏(𝑟𝑟) +  𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝑠𝑠/𝜏𝜏(𝑠𝑠) (e.g. Pérez-González et al., 2012). The response probability to 436 
the standard stimulus is rapidly reduced after the first stimulus trials in the three cases, 437 
but the speed of the decay is faster if the deviant sound is presented at higher intensities 438 
(Figure 7A and Table 1, τ(r)freq. dev.= 7.86; τ(r)double dev.= 0.85; τ(r)int. dev.= 0.78). If a high 439 
intensity sound is embedded within a stream of low intensity sounds, the neuron favors 440 
the response of the high intensity sound and adapt the low intensity sound, if and when 441 
the high intensity conditioner is within the frequency channel of the probe sound. Note 442 
that the asymptote of the curve (Astst) is similar in the three cases (Table 1), 443 
demonstrating a common plateau at the end of the adaptation process. In other words, 444 
high intensity sounds increase the speed of adaptation, but do not alter the degree of 445 
adaptation. 446 
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Figure 7. Frequency channel properties. A. Schematic FRA showing a probe sound 
(white circle) and the three conditioner sounds (orange hexagon: Δf=0.1, green 
hexagon: Δf=0.1 at Δi=30 and violet square: Δi=30) used to compute the time course 
of adaptation at different conditions. B. Probability of response to the standard stimulus 
at the three conditions stated in A. The higher intensity conditioner allows for a rapid 
adaptation regardless of the frequency of the conditioner. C. Dispersion chart of the 
NIAdev values against the probe frequency. The higher the frequency, the narrower the 
frequency channel. C. Dispersion chart of the NIAdev values versus the probe intensity. 
The higher the intensity, the wider the frequency channel.  
 

Table 1. Double exponential coefficients at different conditions (mean ± 95% c.i.). 
Superimposition with the 95% c.i. in the control condition indicates that there are no 
significant differences between the groups. Asterisk (*) shows statistical differences. 

Condition (r2) Fast component Slow component Std-state 
(Astst) Speed τ(r) Decay Ar Speed τ(s) Decay As 

Frequency dev. 
(0.84)  

7.8  
(3.9-12.2) 

0.3 
(0.2-0.4) 

74.0  
(59.4-88.5) 

0.4  
(0.3-0.4) 

0.14  
(0.13-0.15) 

Double dev. 
(0.58)  

0.9 * 
(0.5-1.2) 

1.4 * 
(0.7-2.2) 

80.9 
(58.1-103) 

0.1 * 
(0.2-0.3) 

0.09 * 
(0.08-0.10) 

Intensity dev. 
(0.66) 

0.8 * 
(0.5-1.1) 

2.0 * 
(1.0-3.0) 

45.6 
(33.1-58.1) 

0.2 * 
(0.1-0.2) 

0.10 * 
(0.09-0.11) 

 
Non-monotonic neurons also produce adaptation through high intensity sounds 447 

 Next, we also tested if non-monotonic IC neurons with SSA are able to 448 
maintain their responsiveness to low intensity sounds regardless of the intensity of the 449 
conditioner tone. In order to do that, SSA neurons were classified using the 450 
monotonicity index (MI: de la Rocha et al., 2008) and divided into monotonic 451 
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(MI≥0.75) and non-monotonic neurons (MI<0.75). If non-monotonic IC neurons 452 
maintain responsiveness to low intensity sounds, the overall NIA level for the responses 453 
to the low intensity deviant in the non-monotonic neurons would be larger than the NIA 454 
for the same condition in the monotonic ones. We tested this possibility at all the 455 
frequency (Δf=0, Δf=0.04, Δf=0.10 and Δf=0.37) and intensity contrasts (Δi=10, 456 
Δi=20-30 and Δi=40-50 dB) used before. Neither of the conditions showed any 457 
differences in the NIA of the responses to the deviant between the monotonic and the 458 
non-monotonic neurons (Mann-Whitney rank sum test, p>0.1 in all the cases but 459 
Δf=0.37 at Δi=30, where p=0.016).  460 

The width of the frequency channel is frequency and intensity dependent 461 

Considering that SSA is frequency and intensity dependent (Duque et al., 462 
2012), we also wished to check if this dependence affects the width of the frequency 463 
channel. We analyzed if the frequency channels were wider at low- than at high 464 
frequencies and if the frequency channels that code for higher intensities presented also 465 
wider bandwidths than the ones than also code for lower intensities. To do so, we only 466 
considered the neurons with significant SSA (CSI≥0.18) and looked for any correlation 467 
between the frequency and/or the intensity of the probe sound with the NIA values for 468 
the deviant response when the conditioner was presented at a fixed intensity contrast 469 
(Δi=30) at different frequency contrasts (Δf=0.04, 0.1 and 0.37, Figure 7A). The results 470 
demonstrate that the NIA values for the deviant response when the conditioner was at 471 
a Δi=30 with a Δf=0.04 did not present a significant correlation with the frequency or 472 
the intensity of the probe sound (Spearman rank order correlation, p=0.38 and p=0.89, 473 
respectively). The same was observed when the conditioner was at a Δi=30 with a 474 
Δf=0.37 (Spearman rank order correlation, p=0.77 and p=0.22, respectively). As 475 
expected, at a Δf=0.04 the NIA values were close to 0 regardless of the frequency and 476 
the intensity of the probe sound, while at a Δf=0.37 the values were high regardless of 477 
the frequency and the intensity of the probe. Interestingly, the trend disappeared when 478 
we analyzed the data at Δf=0.1: the width of the frequency channels had a clear 479 
dependence on the frequency and the intensity of the probe sound (Spearman rank order 480 

correlation, rfreq=0.239 rint=-0.26; p≤0.05 in both cases; Figure 7C-D, respectively). 481 

Thus, while the frequency channel seems to generally cover the 0.057 octaves range 482 
implicit in the 0.04 frequency contrast (regardless of the frequency and the intensity of 483 
the probe sound), the 0.141 octaves range embedded in the Δf=0.1 can lie either inside 484 
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(at low frequencies and higher intensities) or outside the frequency channel (at high 485 
frequencies and lower intensities, Figure 7A). On the other hand, the 0.526 octaves 486 
range related with a Δf=0.37 usually falls out the frequency channel, no matter what 487 
the frequency or the intensity of the probe sound is.  488 

Neurons with high SSA levels have narrow frequency channels 489 

 In order to understand the shape of those frequency channels, we establish a 490 
rapid adaptation paradigm (RAP; see Methods and Figure 1C), that allows to compare 491 
the FRA and the area of frequencies and intensities capable of generating adaptation to 492 
the low intensity probe sound. Figure 8A shows an example of the FRA (left chart) and 493 
the area of suppression obtained with the RAP (upper right chart), where the probe 494 
sound is represented by a black dot over the charts. To confirm that the adaptation 495 
observed in the RAP is unrelated to forward suppression (Nelson et al., 2009), a two-496 
tone protocol was also tested in 7 of these neurons (in such protocol 2 sounds were 497 
presented and the probe sound was immediately presented after the conditioner, with a 498 
conditioner-probe delay of 0 ms). The area of suppression of the two-tone protocol 499 
usually covered the whole FRA (Figure 8A, bottom right chart) and even a low intensity 500 
conditioner produced suppression of the probe sound. Thus, the areas of suppression 501 
were different between the RAP and the two-tone protocol, proving to be independent 502 
processes. 503 

Thirty-three neurons were recorded with the RAP. Neurons with high levels 504 
of SSA (Figure 8B-C) showed a narrow frequency channel, while neurons with lower 505 
levels presented a broad frequency channel (Figure 8D-E). In order to quantify such 506 
differences, we calculated ratio between the bandwidth of the frequency channel and 507 
the FRA (Figure 8F-G). A simple regression of the bandwidth at 10 and 30 dB above 508 
the probe sound show that the neurons with high frequency SSA sensitivity have 509 
narrower frequency channels (Figure 8F). With the aim of quantify this trend, we 510 
divided the neurons evaluated with the RAP in two groups, regarding its SSA 511 
sensitivity. Thus, when we compared both populations we found that the frequency 512 
channel in the neurons with high frequency SSA sensitivity (n=21) barely covered a 513 
quarter of the FRA at 10 and 30 dB reTh, while the frequency channels found in the 514 
neurons with low frequency SSA sensitivity were broader (Figure 8G Mann-Whitney 515 
rank sum test, p<0.05 at both 10 and 30 dB reTh). Last, the bandwidth ratio 516 
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demonstrated a narrow frequency channel in the high SSA neurons compared with the 517 
neurons that showed low SSA. 518 

 

Figure 8. Rapid adaptation paradigm. A. A FRA of an IC neuron is shown in the left 
panel. The probe sound used in the RAP protocol is represented as a black dot over the 
FRA. In the right panels, responses to the probe sound are shown at a conditioner-probe 
delay of 1) 175 ms (RAP protocol; upper right, adaptive processes) and 2) 0 ms (2-
tones suppression; bottom right, forward suppression). The area of suppression 
obtained in the RAP protocol is defined as frequency channel. B-C. FRAs of two 
neurons with high frequency-deviant SSA with its corresponding frequency channels. 
D-E. FRAs of two neurons with low frequency deviant SSA and its corresponding 
frequency channels. Note that the width of the frequency channels is larger in D-E than 
in B-C. F. Correlation between the proportion of the FRA covered by the frequency 
channels against the CSI at 10- (red lines and dots) and 30 dB (blue lines and dots) over 
threshold. G. Proportion of the FRA covered by the frequency channels computed in 
the neurons with high- and low frequency deviant SSA. The bandwidth of the frequency 
channels at both 10 and 30 dB over threshold cover less frequency range of the FRA in 
the neurons with high frequency deviant SSA.  
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DISCUSSION 519 

 Our results demonstrate that neither monotonic nor non-monotonic IC neurons 520 
show SSA for purely intensity deviant sounds, as they are not able to detect low 521 
intensity tones embedded within a sequence of the same tone at higher intensities. 522 
Nevertheless, the analysis of the double deviant data shed light on the across-adaptation 523 
caused from the high- to the low intensity sounds. Thus, SSA can be elicited if and 524 
when the high intensity conditioner sound is outside the frequency channels that code 525 
for the probe sound. The width of the channels is frequency- and intensity dependent, 526 
and neurons with high frequency SSA sensitivity present narrow frequency channels. 527 

Comparison with previous studies 528 

In the present account we demonstrate that neurons of the IC are sensitive to 529 
SSA for high intensity deviant sounds, as in the auditory cortex (Ulanovsky et al., 2003; 530 
Farley, 2010) but not to low intensity deviants.  In the cortex however, and despite the 531 
pattern of neuronal responses reported in these two studies being similar, one study 532 
interprets as SSA for low intensity deviants (Ulanovsky et al., 2003) while another did 533 
not (Farley et al., 2010). The first claimed that the results were inconsistent with a 534 
purely adaptive phenomenon (SIlow + SIhigh > 0) while the latter reported gain changes. 535 
Our results conform to the gain changes explanation (Sign test for SIlow + SIhigh = 0; 536 
p=0.392), demonstrating the absence of SSA for low intensity deviant sounds.  537 

Näätänen’s seminal paper (1978) demonstrated that MMN could be elicited 538 
by intensity increments and posterior works showed it also with intensity decrements 539 
(Näätänen et al., 1987, 1989a, 1989b; Paavilainen et al., 1991, 1993). An elegant paper 540 
(Jacobsen et al., 2003) demonstrated stimulus-specific MMN responses for both 541 
intensity increments and decrements, but they show that the P1-N1 component to the 542 
low intensity deviant was similar (or even smaller) to the same tone as standard. P1 and 543 
N1 components are attributed to basic auditory perception from the auditory cortex 544 
(Hari et al., 1984; Maess et al., 2007) and such reduced response conform to the data 545 
presented here. Middle latency responses (Althen et al., 2011) also showed MMN-like 546 
responses to intensity decrements between the Na and the Pa components, although the 547 
negative deflection observed by these authors (Figure 6C from Althen et al., 2011) 548 
could also be reflecting across-adaptation from high to low intensity sounds.  549 
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If that is so, intensity coding would be dominated by across-adaptation from 550 
high- to low intensities and genuine intensity discrimination (Jacobsen et al., 2003) 551 
would be generated only at high order cortical areas. Considering that 1) true intensity 552 
SSA neurons should respond better to both low- and high-intensity deviant sounds and 553 
that 2) only 4 out of 117 neurons analyzed (3.4%) showed a slightly larger sensitivity 554 
to low intensity deviant sounds, we conclude that IC neurons do not present purely 555 
intensity SSA. 556 

Frequency channel model in the inferior colliculus 557 

 Since inhibition is only playing a key role in modulating SSA but not in its 558 
generation (Pérez-González et al., 2012; Duque et al., 2014), a synaptic depression 559 
fatigue model (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Briley and Krumbholz, 2013) has been 560 
proposed as the most likely explanation for SSA (Eytan et al., 2003; Mill et al., 2011a, 561 
2011b), although more complex mechanisms may explain it at the cortical level (Taaseh 562 
et al., 2011; Hershenhoren et al., 2014). However, the data shown in the present account 563 
from the IC perfectly fits this model (Figure 9A). In the frequency domain, as long as 564 
the repeated frequency is outside the frequency channel (Figure 9A, diamond) SSA 565 
would be present (Figure 9B). In the intensity domain, regardless the intensity of the 566 
repeated frequency (Figure 9A, square) across-adaptation from high- to low intensities 567 
will always be present (Figure 9C). If we present a high intensity sound with a different 568 
frequency (Figure 9A, triangle), SSA would depend on the width of the frequency 569 
channel. If the repeated frequency is outside the frequency channel there will be no 570 
across-adaptation; but if it is inside the resulting probe response will be reduced (Figure 571 
9D). Interestingly, MMN responses to double deviants did not show additivity 572 
(Paavilainen et al., 2001; Wolff and Schröger, 2001) which implies that MMN, as well 573 
as SSA, do not process frequency and intensity information independently. Moreover, 574 
the analysis of the N1 component provided a similar frequency channel model 575 
(Näätänen et al., 1988; Herrmann et al., 2013, 2014), pointing out the similarities 576 
between the adaptive processes in SSA and MMN. 577 
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Figure 9. Model of the frequency and intensity dependence of SSA in an IC 
neuron. A. Schematic FRA showing the response of an IC neuron. The probe sound is 
represented as a white circle and three different conditioner sounds are also drawn as 
black figures. The theoretical area of the frequency channel coding for the probe sound 
is represented as a region with diagonal lines. B. Response to the probe sound when the 
conditioner sound is in B. No cross adaptation is observed. C. Response to the probe 
sound when the conditioner sound is in C. Cross adaptation suppress the response to 
the probe sound. D. Response to the probe sound when the conditioner sound is in D. 
Cross adaptation could be observed depending on the width of the frequency channel. 
E-F. The reduced SSA observed at high intensities could be due to additional frequency 
channel that expanded at high intensities (E) or to specific high-intensity channels that 
do not usually show adaptation (F). 
 

Neurons with high frequency SSA show narrow frequency channels (Figures 578 
6 and 8). As we have previously demonstrated that frequency SSA neurons present 579 
broad FRAs (Duque et al., 2012), it is tempting to speculate that such neurons can 580 
integrate more frequency inputs. Moreover, the low levels of frequency SSA observed 581 
at high intensities (Duque et al., 2012) may be explained because the frequency 582 
channels broaden monotonically with intensity. We also showed that frequency 583 
channels are narrower at high frequencies, consequently increasing adaptation at high 584 
frequencies (Figure 7C-D), a phenomenon that has been previously observed in the 585 
auditory nerve fibers (Westerman and Smith, 1985) and the IC (Figure 5 from Dean et 586 
al., 2008; Figure 7C from Duque et al., 2012) and may be related with the great amount 587 
of high frequency behaviorally relevant sounds rat usually process. 588 
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Forward suppression, SSA and adjustment to sound intensity statistics 589 

The current data support the idea that there is no SSA for intensity deviant 590 
sounds because of forward suppression-like phenomena. If that is so, adjustments to 591 
sound intensity statistics (Dean et al., 2005) could only be produced from low- to high 592 
intensity sounds. At first sight, this does not fit with the data presented by Dean and 593 
colleagues (2005) where, at a population level, bimodal stimuli adjust responses to 594 
incorporate both low- and high-intensity regions (Dean et al., 2005). Nevertheless, 595 
these authors commented that individual neurons did not show any obvious trend to 596 
adjust to both low- and high-intensity regions (Figure 4C from Dean et al., 2005). 597 

SSA at the intensity domain greatly resembles forward suppression in the IC 598 
(Nelson et al., 2009), but some differences arise when comparing both studies. First, 599 
forward suppression would involve inhibitory mechanisms (Nelson et al., 2009), but 600 
we have previously demonstrated that SSA is not generated by GABAergic inhibition 601 
in both the IC (Pérez-González et al., 2012) and the thalamus (Duque et al., 2014). In 602 
fact, as non-monotonic SSA neurons in the IC –generated by GABAergic inhibition 603 
(Sivaramakrishnan, et al., 2004; Grimsley et al., 2013)– do not maintain responsiveness 604 
to low intensity sounds embedded in a background of loud sounds, inhibitory 605 
generation of non-monotonicity in the IC would be a post hoc phenomenon independent 606 
of the excitatory inputs that generate SSA. Nevertheless, such non-monotonicity could 607 
eventually lead to deviant detection at more high-level relay stations of the auditory 608 
system, like the auditory cortex (Watkins and Barbour, 2008; 2011a; 2011b). Secondly, 609 

forward suppression in the IC is evident up to ∼70 ms conditioner-probe delays (Nelson 610 

et al., 2009). In the present account, delays of 175 ms were used between the sounds, a 611 

condition that in the IC only showed a ∼5 dB residual masking (Nelson et al., 2009). 612 

Finally, forward suppression experiment were conducted in central nucleus IC-like 613 
neurons (Nelson et al., 2009), while our SSA data population is biased to non-lemniscal 614 
regions of the IC (Malmierca et al., 2009; Duque et al., 2012; Pérez-González et al., 615 
2012; Ayala et al., 2013).  616 

In contrast, experiments performed in the auditory cortex (Calford and 617 
Semple, 1995; Brosch and Schreiner, 1997; Scholl et al., 2008; Scholes et al., 2011) 618 
suggest that forward suppression effects with conditioner-probe intervals higher than 619 
100-150 ms are attributable to SSA, probably through synaptic depression (Wehr and 620 
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Zador, 2005; Scholes et al., 2011). If forward suppression is a merely adaptive process, 621 
the absence of intensity SSA would be determined by the overlap in the synapses 622 
activated by high- and low intensity sounds (Scholl et al., 2008). Indeed, the dynamics 623 
of adaptation for forward suppression, intensity SSA and dynamic range adjustments 624 
are virtually identical. The three phenomena seem to all share dual adaptations that 625 
comprise 1) an input related mechanism (i.e., synaptic depression) and 2) a gain control 626 
mechanism (i.e., inhibition), where the input related component is generally more 627 
relevant (SSA: Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Pérez-González et al., 2012; forward 628 
suppression: Scholl et al., 2008; dynamic range adjustment: Wen et al., 2009). Such 629 
dual adaptation is also reflected in the similar time constants obtained when evaluating 630 
the time course of adaptation (Ulanovsky et al., 2004; Dean et al., 2008).  631 

In summary, our data indicates that a dynamic range adjustment to intensity 632 
(Dean et al., 2005) is passively due to SSA (Condon and Weinberger, 1991; Malone 633 
and Semple, 2001; Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Malmierca et al., 2009), a phenomenon 634 
present for frequency- but not for intensity-deviant tones and that may provide a likely 635 
explanation for central forward suppression in the IC.   636 
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